
BRIO 505
With auto-framing, auto-light correction, 
and noise-reducing mics, this plug-and-play 
webcam makes high-quality recording easy. 
Faculty can take content creation to the next 
level with ShowMode that lets them tilt the 
camera toward their desk to show sketches, 
work in progress, or other objects on their desk. 

BRIO 4K PRO
Let professors capture every detail and look 
their best with this ultra 4K HD webcam. 
RightLight 3 and High Dynamic Range (HDR) 
technologies auto-adjust to help them look 
professional in any environment.

LOGITECH REACH
Coming soon

An adjustable content camera that lets 
instructors move the camera to non-digital 
content to express their point of view.  Easy, one-
hand flexibility allows educators to move in a full 
360° rotation to express their point of view.

Unleash the Power of  
Recorded Lectures & Content
Customized solutions to help faculty record content on campus or on-the-go

Transform lecture halls, offices, and shared learning spaces into fully-equipped 
production facilities with studio-quality accessories from Logitech.

CAMERAS
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YETI NANO
This premium USB microphone 
is complete with an internal 
shockmount that keeps content 
clean and crisp. It combines 
powerful Blue VO!CE vocal effects 
for professional recording and 
streaming.

YETI X
Yeti X is a state-of-the-art 
flagship USB microphone for 
streaming, podcasting and YouTube 
productions. Yeti X features built-in 
studio controls, customizable LED 
metering, and Blue VO!CE effects 
and samples—everything faculty 
need for broadcast-quality vocal 
sound.

ZONE VIBE WIRELESS
Help faculty eliminate distractions 
while capturing content. With 
Beamforming technology, a noise 
canceling mic, and expertly-tuned 
40 mm speaker drivers, this headset 
helps professors get in the zone with 
memory foam earpads that provide 
hours of comfort. 

ZONE WIRELESS
Allow faculty and staff to create 
content on the go with Zone 
Wireless. With active noise 
cancellation, Qi wireless charging, 
and a flip-to-mute mic, this 
Bluetooth headset is designed to 
help professors concentrate and 
create in busy spaces.

LITRA GLOW
Litra Glow brings a premium 
lighting experience at faculty’s 
fingertips. Featuring Logitech’s 
TrueSoft technology, innovative 
edgeless diffuser, and cinematic 
color accuracy, Litra Glow wraps 
professors in soft, flattering light to 
ensure they always look their best 
in videos.

LITRA BEAM
This desktop LED key light with 
TrueSoft technology makes it 
easy for professors to direct light 
where they want it, so they achieve 
everything from natural, balanced 
lighting to bold, cinematic effects.

WAVE KEYS MK670 
COMBO
A wireless ergonomic keyboard 
with cushion palm rest, paired with 
a sculpted, silent touch mouse, 
gives faculty a familiar, customized 
experience that lets them focus on 
the task at hand- content creation.

MX KEYS COMBO 
FOR BUSINESS
The ultimate performance combo, 
this keyboard and mouse allow 
users to scroll with fine tracking 
and type with spherically-dished 
keys to help them stay in the flow.

MICROPHONES

LIGHTING
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MICE & KEYBOARD COMBOS


